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smallcase rationale

The FG-HUM is a game-changing offering for small and mid-size investors. It is a
curated list of 25-30 stocks from India that simpli�ies your equity investing
completely.

 

The engine that drives the portfolio is the FG ExoTech, that is First Global’s
proprietary tech stack, which relies on a number of cutting-edge Machine Learning
models, with an overlay of decades of human intelligence.

 

It is this model that has provided First Global with the very best performance in
the Multi-cap Portfolio Management (PMS) space since inception on both pure
returns as well as risk-adjusted returns. The same model is now available to
smaller investors

 

This combinatorial approach of Human + Machine helps identify stocks that are
best positioned to capture moves in the market that generate higher returns while
keeping risks in control.

 

The portfolio is not skewed towards any particular sector or market cap range. In
fact, that is the beauty of the approach, that the portfolio is not restricted to any
particular set of factors, stocks or sectors. The strategy is to remain �lexible and
open to portfolio changes without getting attached to the past.

 

This portfolio is usually rebalanced every 3 months, although there would be
occasional mid-quarter changes.

On rebalancing date, based on an in-depth analysis of micro and macro data,
some stocks leave the basket and other stocks enter. 
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Methodology

De�ining the universe
All companies listed on the National Stock Exchange of India, with
a market capitalization greater than Rs 1000 crore, are included
in the universe. All holdings are highly liquid. Each security must
pass extremely rigorous liquidity criteria before being eligible for
inclusion in the portfolio.

Research
Following are the salient features of the process underlying the
portfolio constriction:

(a) At First Global, decision making is based on a combination of
Human + Machine, rather than a Human-only model which
changes as per the whims of a few people.

Humans are unable to process the vast deluge of data that a
machine can. A machine can evaluate thousands of companies,
on hundreds of different factors, which is impossible for humans.

Human beings are driven intrinsically by emotions, and not facts
or data. This means that their decisions suffer from several
classic, well-documented biases and are inconsistent.

(b) The fund management team at First Global has decades of
experience in navigating all kinds of market situations across the
world and in India.

   

It is the expertise of this team that has been coded into the model
and is then applied consistently across securities.

The quality of inputs, analysis, and factors that have gone into the
FG model is of a completely different level, as compared to
merely "quants" building these or trading algos.

(c) The risk management systems are extremely advanced and
focus on First Global’s number one mantra of investment
management, i.e., do not lose big money.

First Global has an obsessive focus on risk management and risk
controls are embedded within every single step of the entire
investing cycle.

Constituent Screening
As mentioned above, we do not consider stocks with a market cap
below Rs 1000 crores. Even among them, we try not to have a
high weightage for stocks below Rs. 5000 crores market cap as
risks are higher in small caps.

Portfolio selection is based on First Global’s proprietary Human +
Machine Model, the ExoTech.

The investment strategy is data and situation-based, that relies on
the fact that �lexibility is key to managing portfolios well, as no
strategy works for ever.

It is a blended investment strategy which is designed taking into
consideration multiple factors like Value, Growth, Price
Movement, Valuation, Quality of Stock, Overall Market Dynamics,
etc. Essentially, it is a bias-free approach to investing. The Human
+ Machine Model is purely clinical. It doesn't storify investing.

Risk control and not just return maximization, is key to these
choices. Hence there is su�icient diversi�ication across stocks and
sectors.

Weighting
We start with a roughly equal-weighted portfolio and thereafter
make changes to these based on the following factors.

Overall fundamental performance of the stock is considered,
which includes hundreds of well-researched factors.

Aspects like market capitalization and average daily traded
values are evaluated.

The volatility of the stocks is considered to ensure that a few
volatile stocks don’t end up dominating the overall portfolio
performance.

Diversi�ication across industries and sectors is ensured. The
portfolio does not rely on the traditional method of measuring
sectoral risk where each stock is exclusively categorized into a
particular sector or industry. Stocks can have non-zero
sensitivities to multiple sectors. Unsupervised clustering
algorithms identify such sensitivities and give us a truer picture of
actual sectoral allocation.

Rebalance
This smallcase has a quarterly rebalance schedule. Once every
quarter, the research team reviews this smallcase and realign the
weights with the selected asset allocation strategy for the next
quarter.

Ratios

Important Fields

Inception Date

May 9, 2005

Launch Date

October 13, 2021

Marketcap Category

Equity Large Cap

Review Frequency

Quarterly

Last Reviewed

April 19, 2023

Next Review On

July 19, 2023

Market Cap Distribution

Live Performance vs Equity Large Cap

FG-HUM [First Global Human + Machine Model] vs Equity Large Cap

Note: Live performance includes rebalances. It is a tool to communicate factual
return information and should not be seen as advertisement or promotion.

Returns over various periods

1M Returns

smallcase

7.83%

Equity Large…

3.04%

3M Returns

smallcase

6.77%

Equity Large…

2.04%

6M Returns

smallcase

6.71%

Equity Large…

-2.29%

1Y Returns

smallcase

23.97%

Equity Large…

9.6%

How to subscribe

How to invest

De�initions and Disclosures

CAGR

CAGR (compounded annual growth rate) is a useful measure of growth or
performance of a portfolio. Every year returns generated by a portfolio are
different. Let's say if a portfolio is live for 3 years and returns generated by the
portfolio are 5%, 15% & -7%, respectively in the �irst, second and third year. Then
we calculate CAGR as a return number that would give the same terminal
investment value at the end of three years, as we get when the portfolio gains by
5% & 15% in the �irst two years and drops by 7% in the third year. The CAGR in this
case would be 3.94%. This means that you will always end up with the same
investment value at the end of the third year, if your portfolio gains by 3.94% every
year or 5%, 15% and -7%, respectively in the �irst, second and third year.

In simple words, it indicates the annual return generated by the smallcase from
the date of launch. For smallcases live for less than 1 year, absolute returns in the
applicable time period are shown. Only live data is considered for all calculations.
Returns and CAGR numbers don’t include backtested data.

P.S. - CAGR calculation methodology got updated from 25th Apr’22 on all
smallcase Platforms. Please read this post to understand the changes in detail

Volatility Label

Changes in stock/ETF prices on a daily basis result in �luctuations to the
investment value of your portfolio. In order to help investors understand the extent
of �luctuation they might observe with their smallcase investment, every smallcase
is categorized into one of the three volatility buckets - High, Medium and Low
Volatility. This is done by comparing the smallcase’s volatility against that of the
Nifty 100 Index.

If the daily change in the investment value of a portfolio is too drastic, it means
prices of stocks/ETFs in the portfolio are changing very rapidly. Such portfolios
have High Volatility. Investing in High Volatility smallcases means that changes in
your investment values can be very sudden and drastic, whereas �luctuations in
the investment value of Low Volatility smallcases are expected to be lower in
comparison. 

For more information about how volatility is calculated, please check here

Segment

Stocks/ETFs belonging to a smallcase are categorized under different segments.
Weightage of a segment is calculated as sum of weights of all stocks belonging to
that segment. Suppose 4 stocks, with each having a weight of 10%, belong to the
Food Products segment. Then the weight of the Food Product segment in the
smallcase will be 40% (4*10)

For smallcases where manager has not prescribed any weights, equal weights are
assumed for calculations.

Review

Rebalancing is the process of periodically reviewing and updating the
constituents of a smallcase. This is done to ensure that constituents in the
smallcase continue to re�lect the underlying theme or strategy

Market Cap Categorization of Stocks

All the stocks listed on NSE(National Stock Exchange) are arranged in decreasing
order of Market Cap, so that the stock with the largest market cap gets 1st Rank.
Stocks ranked equal to or below 100 are categorized as Large Cap. Stocks ranked
below or equal to 250, but ranked above 100 are categorized as Mid Cap stocks.
Stocks ranked above 250 are categorized as smallcap

Market Cap Categorization of smallcases

If the sum of weights of constituent large cap stocks is greater than 50%,
then smallcase is categorized as Largecap

If the sum of weights of constituent mid cap stocks is greater than 50%, then
smallcase is categorized as Midcap

If the sum of weights of constituent small cap stocks is greater than 50%,
then smallcase is categorized as Smallcap

If the sum of weights of constituent large cap stocks is greater than 30%,
sum of weights of mid cap stocks are greater than 30%, and sum of weights
of large cap and mid cap stocks are greater than 80%, then smallcase is
categorized as Large & Midcap

If the sum of weights of constituent small cap stocks is greater than 30%,
sum of weights of mid cap stocks are greater than 30%, and sum of weights
of small cap and mid cap stocks are greater than 80%, then smallcase is
categorized as Mid & Smallcap

If none of the above conditions are met, then smallcase is categorized as
Multicap

Marketcap category of a smallcase might be different from the above
mentioned, if the creator/manager of the smallcase speci�ically de�ines a
particular category

For smallcases where manager has not prescribed any weights, equal weights are
assumed for calculations.

General Investment Disclosure

Charts and performance numbers on the platform do not include any backtested
data. Please refer to the Returns Calculation Methodology to check how returns are
calculated on the platform. Data used for calculation of historical returns and
other information is provided by exchange approved third party data vendors and
has neither been audited nor validated by the Company. For smallcases where
weights are not provided by the creator, Equal weights are used to calculate all
returns, numbers and ratios on the platform.

Investment in securities market are subject to market risks. Read all the related
documents carefully before investing. Investors should consider consulting their
�inancial advisor while considering any investment decisions.

First Global Finance Private Limited Disclosures

First Global Finance Private Limited is registered with SEBI with INH000004635
as the SEBI registration number. The registered o�ice address of First Global
Finance Private Limited is 1st Floor, Ratnam Square, Plot No. 38/39, Sector 19/A,
Vashi, Navi Mumbai, 400703.

The content and data available in the material prepared by the company and on
the website of the company, including but not limited to index value, return
numbers and rationale are for information and illustration purposes only. Charts
and performance numbers do not include the impact of transaction fee and other
related costs. Past performance does not guarantee future returns and
performances of the portfolios are subject to market risk. Data used for calculation
of historical returns and other information is provided by exchange approved third
party vendors and has neither been audited nor validated by the Company.
Detailed return calculation methodology is available here. Detailed volatility
calculation methodology is available here.

Information present in the material prepared by the company and on the website
of the company shall not be considered as a recommendation or solicitation of an
investment. Investors are responsible for their investment decisions and are
responsible to validate all the information used to make the investment decision.
Investor should understand that his/her investment decision is based on personal
investment needs and risk tolerance, and information present in the material
prepared by the company and on the website of the company is one among many
other things that should be considered while making an investment decision.

Investments in securities market are subject to market risks. Read all the related
documents carefully before investing.

Registration granted by SEBI, membership of BASL (in case of IAs) and
certi�ication from NISM in no way guarantee performance of the intermediary or
provide any assurance of returns to investors.

First Global Disclosures
 
On smallcase, FGFPL has used information that is publicly available, including
information developed in-house. Information gathered and used to provide this
research advice is believed to be from reliable sources. FGFPL however, does not
warrant or guarantee the accuracy, reasonableness and / or completeness of any
information.
 
The data/statistics given in any communication/ blogs from First Global to explain
general market trends in the securities market should not be construed as any
research report/research recommendation.
 
The sector(s)/stock(s)/issuer(s) mentioned in this advice do not constitute any
research reports/recommendations of the same. Past performances (if any) may or
may not sustain in future and should not be used as a basis for comparison with
other investments.
 
The strategies mentioned herein have been currently followed for the respective
model portfolio and the same may change in future depending on market
conditions and other relevant factors. There are no guarantees of returns/income
generation in the research advice. Further, there are no assurances of any capital
protection and/or capital guarantees to the investors in research advice.
 
Investors are advised to consult their own legal, tax and �inancial advisors to
determine possible tax, legal and other �inancial implication or consequence of
subscribing to the Smallcase portfolio being offered by FGFPL.
 
The content and data available on this website and related material, including but
not limited to index value, return numbers and rationale are for information and
illustration purposes only.
 
Charts and performance numbers are backtested/simulated results calculated via
a standard methodology. Past performance does not guarantee future returns.
 
All information present on this website and related material is to help investors in
their decision making process and shall not be considered as a recommendation
or solicitation of an investment or investment strategy. Investors are responsible
for their investment decisions and are responsible for validating all the
information used to make the investment decision. Investor should understand
that his/her investment decision is based on personal investment needs and risk
tolerance, and information available in this document and related material is one
among many other things that should be considered while making an investment
decision.

Disclaimers for FG-HUM
 
Indices Comparisons
 
References to market or composite indices, benchmarks, or other measures of
relative market performance over a speci�ied period of time are provided for
information only. Reference or comparison to an index does not imply that the
portfolio will be constructed in the same way as the index or achieve returns,
volatility, or other results similar to the index.
 
Indices are unmanaged, include the reinvestment of dividends and do not re�lect
transaction costs or any performance fees. Unlike indices, the First Global Human
+ Machine Model will be actively managed and may include substantially fewer
and different securities than those comprising each index. Results for the First
Global Human + Machine Model as compared to the performance of NIFTY 50,
NIFTY 500, and Bank Nifty are for informational purposes only.
 
NIFTY 50 is a stock market index of the India stock market that represents the
weighted average of 50 of the largest Indian companies listed on the National
Stock Exchange of India Limited.
 
NIFTY 500 is a stock market index of the Indian stock market which include the
top 500 listed companies on the National Stock Exchange of India Limited,
representing approximately 96.1 percent of free �loat market capitalization and
approximately 96.5 percent of the total turnover on the exchange.
 
Bank Nifty represents the 12 most liquid and large capitalized stocks from the
banking sector which trade on the National Stock Exchange of India Limited.
 
The investment program of First Global Human + Machine Model does not mirror
the indices and the volatility may be materially different than the volatility of the
indices.
 
Direct comparisons between the First Global Human + Machine Model's
performance and the aforementioned indices are not without complications. First
Global Human + Machine Model's portfolio may contain options and may not be as
diversi�ied as market indices. The indices may be unmanaged, may be market
weighted, and unlike the fund, indices do not incur fees and expenses. Due to the
differences among the portfolios of First Global Human + Machine Model and the
aforementioned indices, no such index is directly comparable to First Global
Human + Machine Model.
 
 
For Performance Results
 
Performance results of First Global Human + Machine Model are presented for
information purposes only and re�lect the impact that material economic and
market factors had on the manager’s decision-making process. No representation
is being made that any investor or portfolio will or is likely to achieve pro�its or
losses similar to those shown. 
 
Performance results of First Global Human + Machine Model are net of fees and
expenses to the investors; however, performance of individual investors may vary
based upon differing management fee and incentive allocation arrangements, and
the timing of contributions and withdrawals. Performance numbers were prepared
by First Global (UK) Ltd. and have not been compiled, reviewed or audited by an
independent accountant. The information provided is historical and is not a guide
to future performance. Investors should be aware that a loss of investment is
possible.
 
Performance results of First Global Human + Machine Model are net of all standard
fees calculated at the highest rate charged, expenses and estimated incentive
allocation. Returns are inclusive of the reinvestment of dividends and other
earnings, including income from new issues. The return is based on monthly
returns since inception and does not give effect to high water marks, if any.
Returns may vary for investors who are restricted from participating in new issues.
 
This presentation cannot and does not guarantee or predict a similar outcome
with respect to any future investment. First Global (UK) Ltd. makes no
implications, warranties, promises, suggestions or guarantees whatsoever, in
whole or in part, that by participating in any investment of or with First Global (UK)
Ltd. you will experience similar investment results and earn any money
whatsoever.
 
 
Graphs/Charts
 
The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes
only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to
make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any
person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can
capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.

 

Contact Details:
Support Telephone:  9773105007
Support Email:  smallcase@�irstglobalsec.com

Compliance O�ice Details:
Name:  Mr. Mukul Kumar
Email:  compliance@�irstglobal.in
Contact:  9920401745

Grievance O�ice Details:
Name:  Mr. Kartik Kundhadia
Email:  enquiry@�irstglobalsec.com
Contact:  9773105007

FG-HUM [First Global Human + Machine Model]
Portfolio of 25-30 stocks, based on FG’s Human + Machine Model,
to simplify your equity investing.

Medium Volatility
2Y CAGR
5.46% Since: October 13, 2021

PE Ratio 25.11 24.35

PB Ratio 4.10 3.51

Sharpe Ratio 0.35 1.11

Dividend Yield (%) 1.11 1.38

Ratio smallcase Equity Large Cap

Large Cap
48.42%

Mid Cap
9.03%

Small Cap
38.54%
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https://firstglobal.smallcase.com/smallcase/FIGOMO_0001?utm_campaign=NA&utm_source=factsheet&utm_medium=document
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